
 

VIRGIN D6 DIESEL OIL  

  

 

        

            FOB SHORE-TO-SHORE - TERMS AND TRANSACTION PROCEDURE

1. ORIGIN: All products are of Russian Origin. 

2. INSPECTION: SGS, CIQ or Similar at the expense of the Seller at the loading port 

3. DELIVERY: FOB Shore to Shore (Rotterdam or Houston)  

Price includes commissions of $0.015 buyer side intermediaries (open) and $0.005 seller side intermediaries (closed)
Seller carries out all commissions transfers as per mutually agreed and signed IMFPA     

RUSSIAN AVIATION KEROSENE JET A1 or JP54  

Quantity        : 1,000,000 US Bbls Trial Shipment followed by monthly quantity as required by Buyer   

Price includes commissions of $1.50 buyer side intermediaries (open) and $0.50 seller side intermediaries (closed)
Seller carries out all commissions transfers as per mutually agreed and signed IMFPA     

Price for Buyer: $34.00 per barrel  

Quantity        : 100,000,000 Gallon Trial Shipment followed by monthly quantity as required by Buyer   

Price for Buyer: $0.64 per US Gallon  

alex
Печатный текст
                                 Dip and Pay Transaction Procedure:1.	Buyer provides ICPO to Seller along with tank storage agreement (TSA)2.	Seller releases Commercial Invoice (CI), to be filled and completed by the Buyer along with NCNDA/IMFPA.3.	Buyer signs and returns Commercial Invoice (CI) to Seller along with TSR (one day) and with a scanned copy of               NCNDA/IMFPA signed by all buyers group with commission structures which is then notarized by the Public                  		              Notary in Russia as well as endorsed by Seller's Bank. 4.	Seller releases Full POP documentation authorized from the Federal Ministry of Energy including:•	Fresh SGS report (less than 48 hours old), •	ATSC - Authorization to Sell and Collect, •	ATV - Authorization to Verify, •	Tank Fact Sheet •	Unconditional DTA for Buyer’s optional Dip test if needed.  5.	Buyer verifies the full Proof of Product (POP) documentation. 6.	Buyer pays after completion of injection for the total value of product injected into the tanks through the means of                SWIFT MT103 / TT / SBLC / DLC, the title ownership will be immediately transferred to the Buyer. 7.	Seller pays commission to all the intermediaries involved in the transaction immediately after confirmation of the               Buyers payment, in accordance with the signed and sealed NCNDA/IMFPA which was notarized by the Public Notary                    in Russia as well as endorsed by the Seller’s Bank.


